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WHAT IS FORENSICS

 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Forensic_science

Forensic science is any scientific
field that is applied to the field of

law.

Forensic scientists are tasked
with the collection, preservation,

and analysis of scientific
evidence during the course of

an investigation.

WHAT IS DIGITAL FORENSICS

DIGITAL
FORENSICS

computer
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network
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data

analysis

 Digital forensics (sometimes known as digital
forensic science) is a branch of forensic science
encompassing the recovery and investigation of
material found in digital devices, often in relation
to computer crime.

 Source: https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Digital_forensics
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THE NEED FOR DIGITAL FORENSICS

 Increased dependency on IT systems and services to

support businesses and economies across the globe

 Classified information, data, currency, stocks, trade secrets

and several other business data are stored and processed

in electronic form

 Reliability of any digital business data is critical

 Digital forensics are used to detect and address anomalies,

frauds, crimes and other forms of activities that result in

tampering with electronic data, systems and services

DIGITAL CRIMES

 Any crime in which computer is a tool, target or both

 Offences against computer data or systems

 Unauthorised access, modification or impairment of a

computer or digital system

 Offences against the confidentiality, integrity and

availability of computer data and systems

 2016: $13 million stolen

from a South African bank

using cloned cards

through ATMs in Japan.

 1600 forged cards

 1400 ATMs across Japan

 ..in just over 2 hrs

DIGITAL CRIMES

 Malicious Code

 Denial of Service

 Man In The Middle

 Spam

 Phishing

 Viruses.

 Unauthorized access.

 Exceeding authorized access.

 Intellectual property theft or misuse of
information.

 Theft of services.

 Forgery.

 Denial of services. (DoS /DDoS)

 Manipulation of software applications.

 Sabotage (i.e., data alteration or malicious
destruction).

 Etc etc

CONVENTIONAL VS DIGITAL CRIMES

 Conventional crimes – predictable, risky, physical

 Digital crimes have emerged as a result of

rapid adoption of computers/internet

 Anonymity

 Opportunity

 Availability

 Tools readily assessable

 Increased connectivity/internet

 No geographical limitations

 Less punitive law enforcement
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CONVENTIONAL VS DIGITAL CRIMES

Digital crime is an adaptation as well as an addition to conventional crime.

Digital crime makes conventional crime

 Easier

 More complex

 Instantaneous

 Difficult to detect

 Sophisticated

 More profitable

 DIGITAL CRIMES ARE MORE DIFFICULT TO INVESTIGATE (?)

TOOLS FOR DIGITAL FORENSICS

 KNOWLEDGE OF SYSTEMS IS THE MOST IMPORTANT OF ALL TOOLS

 Encase, Forensic Toolkit (FTK), Sleuthkit

 Wireshark, NetworkMiner

 Forensic Talon, Forensic Dossier

 CyberCheck Suite (C-DAC)

 X-Ways Forensics, X-Ways Trace

 Celldek-Tek, MOBILedit! Forensic, Oxygen

 Forensic Suite, Paraben

 CDR-Analyzer (Call Data Record)

 Helix, DEFT, SANS Sift Kit, Matriux, Backtrack

DIGITAL FORENSICS – THE PROCESS

 IDENTIFICATION – evidence, any available information, best retrieval method

 PRESERVATION – faraday bag, maintain original evidence, document chain of

custody

 ANALYSIS – analyse, understand and piece together evidence into a complete

picture

 DOCUMENTATION

 PRESENTATION – professional report, should be admissible in court, use qualified

persons

COMMON ERRORS

 Using the internal IT staff to conduct/assist with computer forensics investigation

 Waiting for incident to happen before initiating a forensic examination

 Narrowly limiting the scope of computer forensics

 DESTROYING ELECTRONIC EVIDENCE

 Not being prepared to preserve electronic evidence – faraday bags, imaging kit, etc

 Not using a qualified computer forensics team
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CASE STUDY – UNAUTHORISED BANKING TRANSACTIONS

 Bank X noticed that “balance mismatch” records were being generated in its

financial reports. Initial investigations showed that the mismatch records generated

by credits into an account had no supporting documents. The fictitious transactions

were linked to one customer account. Withdrawal of the fictitious credits were

made soon after the account was credited.

CASE STUDY – DECISIONS FOR ACTION

Carry out an in-depth (forensic)
investigation to fully understand the
issue and address the root cause to
ensure that it is not repeated

Close customer account based
on suspicious transaction and fix
the mismatch reporting issue by
getting financial figures to match,
write off unaccounted balances,
etc.

Note: It is important to manage expectations. Not all forensic
audits/investigations produce expected results

CASE STUDY – DEFINED ACTION

 Forensic solution to a
seemingly simple issue

 A forensic team (audit,

external forensic consultant,

software vendor, etc) is invited

to investigate the finding:

• Confirm the total
number of customer
accounts affected

• Total value of
[potential] losses
incurred

• Modus operandi
•

• Identify the
perpetrators and
control failures that
led to unauthorized
credits

• Forensic team
should back their
findings with
evidence that
cannot be disputed•

CASE STUDY - WHERE TO START

Identify the most fundamental object in the case/issue/incident
– customer account in this instance

Examine the account in detail and use information gathered
to lead to other causes and links

Use independent teams (audit, external forensic experts) as the
shock and surprise from findings may sometimes be
overwhelming
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CASE STUDY - DATA AND INFORMATION GATHERING

 • All application logs for the IT Head and affected accounts were

downloaded and examined for past 1 year

 • Database logs were examined for the period under investigation

 • System logs from laptop of IT Head and banking application server were

examined

 • Tellers that served the fraudsters were interviewed

 • Staff from local audit, internal control, operations and finance

departments were interviewed

CASE STUDY - DISCOVERIES

 • Cash withdrawn over the counter soon after accounts have been credited

 • IT Head username repeatedly logged as performing “view” activity on customer

account when account is credited and after cash withdrawal

 • Further search on IT Head username activity in application logs show similar

activities on 3 additional accounts. It is later confirmed that those accounts were also

compromised.

 • IT Head’s privileged access to database is investigated – he logs into database and

directly manipulates customer accounts by inflating the balances. However, balance

mismatch occurs as he does not update all relevant tables. Unknown to him, there

are hidden database tables with additional restrictions.

CASE STUDY - DISCOVERIES

 • Customers operating the identified accounts are approached simultaneously in the space

of about 2 hour

 • They all initially deny wrong-doing, However, armed with forensic information, the

customers admit conniving with the IT Head

 • IT Head initially denies any knowledge of the fraud. However, overwhelming evidence

including access to database linked to his fixed IP address, etc are sufficient to point to him

as the architect behind the fraud

CASE STUDY - RESULTS OF FORENSIC INVESTIGATION

 • Several thousands of $$ was stolen in 3 weeks through 4 customer accounts

 • All accounts used for the fraud were identified and closed

 • Some of the stolen money was recovered

 • The IT Head was dismissed from the bank

 • Armed with forensic data, the auditor testified in court as an expert witness

 • IT Head was jailed for 2 years.
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CASE STUDY – PREVENTIVE MEASURES

• • Additional control measures implemented to prevent unauthorised access to the bank’s

business data where the major failure in controls occurred

• • Continuous assessment of persons with key responsibilities

VALUE OF FORENSIC CAPABILITY

 • Investigation of corporate incidents

 • Identification and prosecution of fraudsters

 • Identification and development of effective solutions for system malfunctions

 • Optimization of processes and business services

Thank You

Questions
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